The Bullshit-Tango
The crimes committed by the intelligence agencies are horrific. For this reason, many public
officials including law enforcement have been ordered to do their utmost to cover up their crimes. It
is for this reason, that you will most likely encounter the Bullshit-Tango when you try to report
these crimes to the police or other officials.
The Bullshit-Tango is designed to throw you off your mission by fobbing you off and leading you
astray with disinformation, intimidation or flat out lies. Your task is to be prepared for the most
commonly used tricks used by these officials and to counter them politely and in the most friendly
manner you can muster.
When you dance the Bullshit-Tango with them you will be an actor. You don't get emotional and
you don't get upset that you are dancing around. It is just part of the process and it serves the
officers to satisfy their superiors that they really tried everything to fob you off. If you have
successfully danced the Tango to the end, you might gain an ally in the officer who can see how
very good you are at it. Just like with ballroom dancing, you have to keep smiling, move with your
partner and make it look effortless.
The Bullshit-Tango consists of individual dance moves whereby the pair walks together side-ways
to the rhythm of the music until the music changes. Then the pair does a U-turn and walks in the
opposite direction. The conversation with law enforcement and other officers follows exactly the
same pattern with the only difference that the music is replaced by the conversation and the
direction of the walk is instead the direction the discussion is heading into.
Just like in ballroom dancing, you can't just cross the room and make for the exit, even if you want
to. Instead, you have to do the moves as the dance demands. This will involve a lot of back and
forth but that is simply what it's like. In the Bullshit-Tango, typically your partner leads, meaning
the officer decides the direction that you are heading into. But the U-turn happens when your
arguments manage to debunk whatever path he/she tries to lead you down on. At that point, he/she
will immediately change direction and you start reasoning against it anew. This back and forth
continues until you exhaust him/her and he/she runs out of ideas.
At that point, you make your demands and you request that certain action be taken by the official.
Either he/she does something for you or your case has to bed escalated up and be passed to the boss.
With the boss you repeat the Bullshit-Tango until you get what you want.
Depending on the topic that you are approaching officials with, the individual moves of the
Bullshit-Tango might vary but overall, the pattern is still the same. The next section outlines the
typical moves in the case of crimes of the intelligence agencies committed through COINTELPRO
stalking terrorism, psychological and cyber warfare and electromagnetic and neuro-weapons.
It is a good idea to practice each move of the Bullshit-Tango before you approach officials. You can
take this guide along to aid your memory, but when you can do it without the cheat-sheet it is even
more impressive. At the end of the day, you have to look good and impress to get to the next level.
And if you are recording the conversation, you want to look good for your social media audience.
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The Moves
The points thrown at you can come in any order. Your counter-move for the U-turn are in bold-face.
1. What you are saying is a conspiracy theory. → No, it describes a global business plan.
2. You are just imagining it. → Tens of thousands of others are reporting the same globally.
3. You are all paranoid or schizophrenics.
→ Paranoia/schizophrenia sufferers are 60% men whereas the victims complaining
about these crimes are 70% women.
4. You are just depressed or hysteric.
→ Depression or agitated emotional states have never before led to people suffering the
symptoms of classified weapons technology, including break-ins and hacking.
5. You are far too emotional. → Only a psychopath wouldn't be after suffering abuse.
6. You are far too unprofessional. → Fighting crimes is not my job, it's that of the police.
7. You are not an expert on the technology. → Only the perpetrators are real experts.
8. You can't prove it.
→ I don't have to prove everything, as much as you don't have to do the forensics, the
investigation and the arrest yourself for a burglary or murder.
9. The best thing to do is to ignore it.
→ No, it's not because once blacklisted people are assaulted for life and the assaults
just get harder and harder until they destroy everything in your life and you die.
10. You protect yourself by praying, mediation, changing your diet, mindfulness or finding other
ways to cope.
→ None of those methods protect people from the cancer-inducing microwave beams
that are shot into you. This would just give them more time to assault the victim.
11. I can't believe it is happening. → The world doesn't care what you can or cannot believe.
12. No one will believe you or help you.
→ There are many known historical cases of the same crimes. The Wikileaks Vault 7
releases1 demonstrated that there are thousands of victims who already complained
about this and begged for help (over a decade ago!). Now, there are class actions
starting all around the world. People have won large suits in the past (against tobacco
companies and many more.)

1 https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/16/16811_fw-impeach-these-criminals-please-with-100-attached-torture.html
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13. These are unsolvable crimes.
→ Complex crimes are solved all the time. The intelligence agencies and law
enforcement have incredible means at their disposal to investigate.
14. No victim can suffer so many violations at once.
→ No victim of “normal” crime does, but for the intelligence agencies these type of
assaults are Standard Operating Procedure. There is also a policy to achieve “plausible
deniability” through the sheer volume of the claim.
15. The crimes are due to aliens, reptilians or demonic forces, it's a spiritual war.
→ No, it's due to psychopaths and criminals like all other crimes against humanity.
16. We don't know who are committing these crimes.
→ The intelligence agencies are doing it because their national surveillance networks
are used for the gang-stalking and only they have access to the military technology as
well as the infiltrators and the psychological warfare and cyber sabotage expertise.
17. The people who are doing this are too powerful to be brought to justice.
→ The intelligence agencies have been brought to justice many times before.
18. They will kill you if you go up against them.
→ They are already trying to kill me even if I do nothing. So I can only gain.
19. Microwave weapons and neuro-weapons don't exist.
→ The manufacturers are known (for example Diehl, Rheinmetall, Aaronia, Siemens)
and there are many more of them as it is a multi-billion dollar industry.
20. This country doesn't have microwave weapons or neuro-weapons.
→ Every country has these weapons.
21. No one uses these weapons around here. → They are used everywhere.
22. Only criminals have these weapons.
→ The intelligence agencies and the military researched them first.
23. It's all done with satellites and supercomputers. There is nothing one can do.
→ No, it's not. There are hordes of moronic gang-stalkers, corrupted neighbours,
doctors and officials that can be caught in the act. A lot of the microwave attacks come
from neighbouring properties that you can measure.
24. The entire police and courts are captures. There is nothing one can do.
→ That is not true. A lot of the judges are also horrified at what is being done to their
country. They are waiting for cases to be able to make a court order against this
criminality.
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